We discuss the constraints required on hard X-ray bremsstrahlung spectral forms in order that they should correspond to physically acceptable (nonnegative) electron distributions in thin-target, thick-target and thermal source models. We thus find the extent to which various spectra can be attributed to the different models, and, in particular, we show that many possible spectra cannot be described by all, or in some cases any, oi tne models.
I. INTRODUCTION
The electron velocity distribution function/» plays a central role in the physics of plasmas. For cosmic plasmas/i») cannot be measured directly but only investigated by means of its radiation signature and, in particular, its radiation spectrum Specifically many sources radiate prominently by optically thin collsional bremsstrahlung (particularly in the X-ray range), and it is of interest to use the bremsstrahlung spectrum to put bounds on the electron distribution over energy (i.e., |»|). An important feature in such inferences is that the observed photon spectrum is integrated over the source volume (or at least over the line of sight). This introduces an inescapable degree of ambiguity into the physical interpretation of source photon spectra, even if these were prescribed in exact analytic form (for a discussion of numerical effects and error propagation in the case of real spectra see Craig and Brown 1986-we do not discuss these further here). For example, it has been shown for both cosmic (Illarionov and Sunyaev 1973) and solar (Brown 1974) sources that the spatially integrated spectrum from a nonisothermal source with/» locally Maxwellian can be of the power-law form conventionally interpreted as nonthermal. Furthermore, such " multithermal " interpretations do not contain any more free model parameters than does a nonthermal model with a power-law distribution of fast particles (e.g. Brown Craig, and Karpen 1979) . Conversely it is also possible (see eq.
[37] below) to reproduce an isothermal bremsstrahlung spectrum by means of a suitable nonthermal electron spectrum. y These considerations have given rise to the impression that, when source inhomogeneity and model parameter adjustment are allowed, any photon spectrum can be explained by any type of bremsstrahlung source model and that the spectrum produced by one model can be reproduced by some suitable distribution in a distinct model. In this paper, we demonstrate that this is not in fact the case and investigate constraints on photon spectra required for them to be explicable in terms of physically possible bremsstrahlung source models of various types (i.e., models with real and nonnegative numbers of electrons). We do so in the context of the three models-thin-target, thick-target, and thermal-most commonly used in the interpretation of solar flare X-ray continuum emission but the analysis is equally applicable to any bremsstrahlung source. In particular, we demonstrate that the classes of photon spectra explicable in terms of these models are restricted and far from completely overlapping, thereby providing a potential means of ruling out some or all of these interpretations, given photon spectra of sufficiently high spectral resolution (see Lin and Schwartz 1986 for example). ' II. THE GENERAL BREMSSTRAHLUNG PROBLEM An arbitrary optically thin source of collisional bremsstrahlung from isotropic electrons can be described in terms of the proton density «(r)(cm ) and the differential electron flux F(E, r) (electrons cm " 2 s ' 1 ergs »at energy E (here taken to be nonrelativistic), 1988ApJ. . .331. .554B
LIMITS ON BREMSSTRAHLUNG SOURCE SPECTRA 555 both at position r within the source volume V. If the bremsstrahlung cross section, differential in photon energy e, is Q(e, E) (incorporating any heavy ion contribution), then the rate of emission of photons per unit e is J(e) = ñV I™ F(E)Q(e, E)dE ,
where (Brown 1971) n(r)dV; F(E) = ^-\ n(r)F(E, r)dV .
(2) nVJv Equation (1) describes any bremsstrahlung source model in terms of the source-averaged F(E) characterizing it so that any conditions derived on J(e) from equation (1) will apply to any model. In addition, however, each specific model may require further restrictions on J(e) for F(E) to be consistent with the physics of the model (see § III). Whatever the model, however, a minimum condition for its physical acceptability is that F(E) is nonnegative for all E. which at once restricts the form of J(e) to that class of functions such that equation (1), regarded as an integral equation for F(E), has a nonnegative solution. Since (2 -0 this obviously imposes the trivial necessary condition J(e) > 0 for all e. Differentiation of (1) leads, however, to the more informative relation ^ = nF^-F(e)Ô(e, e) + Requiring F(E) to be nonnegative implies that the right-hand side of equation (3) is <0 for all e (since dQ/de < 0 for any reasonable Q). It follows that a spectrum J(e) can only be attributed to bremsstrahlung if J(e) is monotonie decreasing at all e, i.e., bremsstrahlung interpretation possible => -< 0 , for all e .
°m ÿ (€, E)dE
We note that condition (4) applies even if the electron source spectrum F(E) is nonmonotonic; therefore, for example, low-energy cutoff in electron spectra do not produce corresponding turnovers in hard X-ray spectra (see Ylahos and Rowland 1984) , although the absence of electrons below a cutoff energy E c will undoubtedly produce a flattening of the spectrum for photon energies less than£ c . Note that equation (4) is only a necessary condition, since even given equation (4) as satisfied it is not guaranteed that equation (1) (or eq. [3]) has a nonnegative solution for F(E) for any particular kernel function g. To establish necessary and sufficient conditions rigorously, it would be necessary to investigate inversion of equation (1) numerically (or analytically) for the relevant precise form of g(e, E). In this paper we will restrict ourselves to obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions in the case of the simplest (Kramers) cross section approximation ( § IV) and to showing how these conditions become modified in the next (Bethe-Heitler) approximation (Appendix B). Before doing so, however, we consider the further restrictions placed on F(E) within the framework of specific types of source model.
III. CONDITIONS ON THIN-TARGET, THICK-TARGET, AND THERMAL MODELS FOR ARBITRARY CROSS SECTIONS
a) Thin-Target Model In this model (Lin 1976) , the plasma comprises a fast electron component with distribution F(E, r), with electron lifetimes long compared to the observational integration time during which, therefore, F(E, r) reflects the 4 instantaneous rate of production of fast electrons-i.e., F(£, r) is not modified by electron energy loss or escape during the observation. From equation (2) it is clear that there exist infinitely many combinations of n(r\ F(E, r) leading to the same F(E) and hence the same J(e). However, if J(e) is such as to permit a solution of equation (1) with nonnegative F(E) for all F, then an acceptable thin-target solution is also possible with nonnegative F(E, r) for all E and with any n(r), namely F(E, r) = F(E)h/n(r). Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for a thin-target interpretation ofJ(e) to be possible is that equation (1) have a nonnegative solution for F(E)for the g(€, E) involved.
In this model (e.g. Brown 1971 Brown , 1972 Lin and Hudson 1976) it is supposed that electrons are continuously injected at a rate #^(E 0 ) per unit injection energy E 0 into a target where they lose energy on a time scale short compared to the time scale of observation or of variation of J^o)-
In the original treatments the energy loss was assumed to be due solely to Coulomb collisions, but the analysis has recently been generalized by Brown and MacKinnon (1985) to other forms of energy loss. When the average energy-loss rate of an electron of energy E per unit column density can be represented as a function R(E) of energy only, then the steady rate of bremsstrahlung emission from all the electrons being injected is (Brown 1971) which may be rewritten as
(6) BROWN AND EMSLIE Vol. 331 where
Comparison of equations (6) and (1) shows that if J(e) permits a nonnegative (thin-target) solution for F(E), then a nonnegative solution will exist for G(E)/R(E) such that
From equation (8) we can thus derive the further condition that the solution for J%(£ 0 ) be nonnegative, namely
Thus, in order for a physically acceptable thick-target interpretation to be possible we require that J(e) yields a nonneqative thin-target F(E)from equation (1) [We assume R(E) > 0 for all E, although it is possible that, for example, collective plasma processes could give a negative R(E) for some values of £ (see Emslie and Smith 1984) . In addition, any emission from parts of the flaring region where electrons are being would have a negative «(£).] For Coulomb losses only in a cold target, R(E) = K/E, where K = 2ne*A (see Emslie iy /o), so that the thick-target solution can be derived from the thin-target one using equation (9), viz.,
) E = Eo (11) which shows that the colhsional thick-target injection spectrum is always two powers steeper (at every £ 0 ) than the source-averaged tnin-target solution, for any Q(e, £), because collisions flatten the electron spectrum. This gives the direct conversion from thin- 
c) Thermal Model
In the pure thermal model (Chubb 1970; Brown 1974) , the electron distribution is taken to be locally Maxwellian, i.e., 2 3/2
so that, by equation (2), in this model
where Ç(T) -n 2 dV/dT is the usual emission measure differential in temperature T (e.g., Craig and Brown 1976) .
q^1°n is c | ear that an y physically acceptable thermal model-i.e, with nonnegative Ç(T) for all T, will correspond t0 ^ ~ ° °i f £ s°that any s P ectrum J ( € ) interpretable thermally will also be interpretable as a thin target (with £(£) given by e fl-[ 13])/or any Q (e, £). Furthermore, if we differentiate equation ( 13) and compare this expression with equation (9) for the collisional case R(E) = K/E, we see also that the requirement £(T) > 0 for all T in a thermal model implies ^0(E 0 ) > 0 for all £ 0 in a collisional thick-target model-i.e, any spectrum J(e) interpretable thermally will also be interpretable as a collisional thick target for any Q(e, £). However the converse is not true for either of the above italicized a Spe< :Í m ? whlch yields an acce P table thin-target £(£) from equation (1), or even an acceptable thick-target ^ o(£ 0 ) lrom equation (9), does not necessarily permit an acceptable thermal interpretation. This is so because much more restrictive conditions are required for equation (13) to have a nonnegative inverse. This may be seen by differentiating equation (13) so that ^(T) > 0 implies that the;th derivative oîF(E)/E must have sign (-ly, which severely restricts the forms of J(e) which can be interpreted thermally.
To obtain a solution of equation (13) for {(T) and necessary and sufficient conditions for a nonnegative solution, we require an inversion formula for the integral equation (13). This equation is essentially a Laplace transform (see Brown 1974) as may be seen by setting »/ -1/kT in equation (13) 
where ¿;(i/) = c(\/kr])/)] 1 /2 . The usual Laplace inversion formulae (see Sneddon 1974, pp. 174-184) , in terms of contour integration around the analytic continuation of F(E)/E in the complex plane, or in terms of infinite series expansions, are of little or no practical use. There exists, however, a little-known theorem of Bernstein (1914 Bernstein ( ,1928 , giving conditions for the inverse Laplace transform to be nonnegative, namely, that if f(x) = ^igiy); x] , then a necessary and sufficient condition onf{x) for y{ y) to be nonnegative for all y is that/(x) be completely monotonie, viz.,
for all x , j = 1, 2,..., co . (15), viz.,
The solution of equation (13) for Ç{T) in terms of the original variables can be expressed from equations (15) and (17) as (17) (-iy-?],0, for all £ , y = 1, 2,... , oo ,
where f (£) is the thin-target solution of equation (1) for the appropriate Q(e, E). In terms of the thermal model, the condition (16) for a nonnegative solution of equation (13) is yiifM dE J |_ £ from which we see that our discussion of equation (14) corresponds to a sufficient, as well as a necessary, condition.
IV. EXPLICIT CONDITIONS ON PHOTON SPECTRA J(€) FOR THIN-TARGET, THICK-TARGET, AND THERMAL MODELS WITH KRAMERS CROSS SECTION
a) Thin-Target Model In § III we have derived explicit solutions, and necessary and sufficient conditions for their nonnegativity, for thick-target and thermal models in terms of the solution for a thin-target F(E) from equation (1) for a general ß(e, E). To obtain the conditions for any model explicitly in terms of the photon spectrum we must consider a specific form of Q(e, £), which we do here for the simplest approximation, viz., that due to Kramers :
where Q 0 is a constant. In this approximation the general problem of equation (1) 
where L(e) is the source luminosity per unit e. Equation (21) has explicit solution as follows:
This result is fundamental throughout this section. The necessary and sufficient condition for a thin-target interpretation is that L(e) be monotonically decreasing everywhere-i.e., thin-target model possible ^ (eJ) < 0 . for all e . 
i.e., L(e) must be concave up everywhere. (See, however, the discussion in Appendix A concerning concavity in the [log J, log e] plane compared to the [L, e] plane and representation in terms of spectral index variation.) It also follows from equation (26) 
All of these spectra are monotonically decreasing (see eq.
[4]) and behave like 7(e) ~ 1/e 3 for high enough e > e 0 , where e 0 is an f io r if r^?h0t°,n e " er § y J whlch may be re g arded in practice as lying at or below the low end of the observed band-i.e, typically 5-10 keV for solar hard X-ray burst spectra). From equations (30) 
Comparison of formulae (31) with the thin-target model acceptability condition (23) shows that, in the Kramers approximation spectra 7 !, 7 2 , and 7 3 are all interpretable in terms of a thin target, but J A is not because dLJde changes sign at e = e n /2. Physically this is because it is too flat at low e to be consistent with the form of ß(e, E). It therefore follows from the general considerations of ^ Ja[€) 5 ann0t be inter P reted m terms of a thick-target or a thermal model either. The explicit thin-target solutions (22) Comparison of formulae (32) with the thick-target model acceptability condition (27) Figure 3 in the same format as those in Figure 2 .
Continued differentiation of equations (32) and comparison with the thermal model acceptability condition (29) shows that ^ and J2 will satisfy the alternating sign condition and so be applicable in terms of a thermal model, whereas J 3 and J 4 give rise to sign changes and so are incompatible with a thermal model, as already deduced. Explicit thermal solutions may be obtained by means of formula (28) 
and ^ through c^4 are shown in Figure 4 . It is clear from equations (33) through (35) and Figures 2-4 that spectra J^e) and J 2 {e) can be produced by any model, while spectrum J 4 (e) can be produced by no model (basically because it is too flat at small e). On the other hand, J 3 (e) can be produced only by the thin-target model, demanding totally unphysical and negative behavior of J^oC^o)
an d °f £(T) in the thick-target and thermal models, respectively. It is also possible to construct examples of J(e) explicable by thin or thick targets, but not thermally; for example, all spectra with a high energy cutoff, since such spectra are impossible for any thermal distribution because of the emission from the Maxwellian tail. This extreme range of interpretability occurs for a very small variation in J(e) itself over a typically observable range [see especially the J 2 ( 6 ) an d results], a fact that once again has its roots in the ill-posed nature of the inverse problem (Craig and Brown 1976) , in this case related to small changes in the analytic form of J(e) rather than to measurement noise.
Two other specific spectral forms are of interest in relation to the literature. First, the above results show that any thermal spectrum can be reproduced by an acceptable thin-target or thick-target model. It follows that, in particular, an isothermal spectrum Eo/e 0 Fig. 3. -Electron injection spectra ^(^o) (electrons per unit injection energy E 0 per second) required to reproduce the spectra of Fig. 1 by collisional thick-target bremsstrahlung for the Kramers cross section. The scale is treated similarly to the F scale in Fig. 2 . Secondly, a thick-target electron spectrum ^0(Eq) commonly used in the literature for flare heating calculations J:o avoid the singularity of a power law at £ 0 = 0 is the shifted power law (see Knight and Sturrock 1977) ^0(Eq¡) = A(E 0 + Eq 0 ) \ so that by equation (8) with R(E) = K/E, the corresponding thin target F(E) is F(E) = (A/KñV)[E/(E + E 00 ) y ^/(y -1) which is, of course, nonnegative everywhere and is therefore acceptable. Less obvious is the result that the photon spectrum from the Knight^ and Sturrock thick-target spectrum could also be produced thermally. This follows from equation (14) 
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
From our above analysis it is apparent that, contrary to common conception, by no means can an arbitrary photon spectrum be attributed to all (or, in some cases, any) of the three usual source models (thin-target, thick-target, and thermal) discussed here. However, some spectra can be produced by more than one source model, and the question arises to what extent one specific source type could be spectrally mimicked by one of the other source types. Table 1 summarizes the situation. The essential features of these results are that the set of all spectra producible by any thermal bremsstrahlung source is a subset of all spectra producible by any i/u'c/c-target bremsstrahlung source which is in turn a subset of those spectra producible by i/un-target bremsstrahlung.
In practice, of course, a real X-ray spectrum may contain contributions from, say, all these types of bremsstrahlung regimes and our separate analysis of each regime cannot be applied directly to preclude some contribution from thermal bremsstrahlung. We can, however, make use of the " subset " property described above as follows. First we examine whether the observed spectrum L 0 (e) satisfies the most restrictive criterion, namely, that for a thermal interpretation. (Of course, with a finite number of data points, the evaluation of derivatives of all orders is not possible. We can, however, require that eq. [28] be satisfied for all orders that can be evaluated from the data, since we have no knowledge of higher derivatives. The model would then at least still be consistent with a thermal interpretation.) If a thermal interpretation is possible, then any one of these models would be acceptable (on spectral grounds). If not, then we can find the best-fit L thermal (€) to L 0 (e) and calculate the residual AL(€) = L 0 (E) -L theri?al (€). Next we can examine whether AL(e) satisfies the thick-target criterion. If so, then L 0 (e) can be interpreted solely as a mix of thermal and No (e.g., J 3 ; eq.
[30]) No (spectra with upper energy cutoff) Note. The word yes in a column means that all spectra producible by the actual model have valid interpretations in terms of the alternative model. The word " no " in a column means that some (but not all) spectra producible by the actual model cannot be produced by the alternative model.
thick-target models. If not, then the residual AL 2 (e) = AL(e) -AL thick (e) can be found for the best-fit thick target, and the remaining spectral contribution AL 2 (€) can be tested for its compatibility with a thin-target contribution. Of course, a solution found in this way is not unique-it would always be possible to reduce, say, the thermal contribution and increase the thick-target or thin-target contributions. (The procedure would be a natural one, however, in so far as it would yield the lowest total electron energy required to explain the data since thermal, thick-target, and thin-target sources are successively less efficient as bremsstrahlung radiators.) A semiempirical procedure, which somewhat parallels this formalized approach, has been used by Gabriel et al (1987) to find the mix of thermal and thick-target sources needed to simultaneously explain spectra from the SMM XRP, HXRBS, and HXIS instruments.
Finally, it is clear that application to real data of the model acceptability criteria derived here would demand spectra of high precision, high resolution, and wide spectral range. This is so because for each and every model the strict criterion involves a test of the sign of the first or higher derivatives of the photon spectrum (second derivative for thick target and all derivatives for thermal models) at every photon energy. This implies a need for the highest possible spectral resolution, which might appear to contradict the doubts expressed, e.g., by Brown (1976,1986) concerning the limited value of high spectral resolution. However, what our present results show is, in fact, that even to answer the most rudimentary question about a photon spectrum-namely whether it is compatible with any physically acceptable (nonnegative) source distribution-demands very high data resolution. To derive the source distribution with any accuracy clearly requires even better data. Thus the value of high-resolution spectra is very limited in the sense that the source resolution can never approach the data resolution. Equivalently, one may view the present analysis as illustrating the high-frequency instability of the solution (source function) to small changes in the data (see Craig and Brown 1986) , though the small changes in the examples considered (see Fig. 1 ) are very low frequency changes in the data, as opposed to the high-frequency (noise) perturbations more often considered.
On the other hand, the possibility that data of high enough quality and resolution could allow, through the type of analysis here, the rigorous exclusion of one or more source models is an exciting one which should be pursued to the full. The practical application of the analytic criteria derived here will not only require better data than those currently available but also further mathematical work on their numerical implementation for noisy data. A good example of what is needed is how best to partition an observed spectral range so as to optimize the trade-off between evaluation of derivatives at increasing numbers of e values against the deteriorating photon count noise resulting from such partition. This work has been supported by grants from the UK Science and Engineering Research Council, by NASA grants NAGW-294 NAG5-500, and NAG8-052 and by NSF grants ATM-8505475 and AST-8351058.
APPENDIX A CONDITIONS ON MODELS IN TERMS OF (ln J, In e) SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION
In the main text, we have derived conditions on the derivatives of L = eJ which must be satisfied, in the Kramer's approximation, for thin-target, thick-target, and thermal interpretations to be possible. In particular (eq.
[27]), we have shown that for a thick-target interpretation (and for a thermal interpretation, eq. [29] with j = 2) it is essential that d 2 L/de 2 be >0-i.e., L be concave up. At first sight, this condition would appear not to be met by the commonly reported form of solar hard X-ray burst spectra which show a power-law steepening at high energies (e.g., Frost and Dennis 1969; Lin and Schwartz 1986)-i.e., concave down. It is however essential to recognize (a) that spectra are invariably presented in log-log form and not on the linear axes we have used here and (b) that such a transformation can reverse the concavity.
To see the effect of the log transformation we consider first J(e) and note that dJ J din J Í J d log j\ de e din e \ e d log €/ '
(A2) J(\ne) 2 «Än r s, "" on L(J Jtj'e) in terms of the more usual Cog J, log «) representation. From (23) and (27) for which Q{e, e) = 0, so that equation (1) 
With F{E) explicitly given by equation (B3), the corresponding conditions for the thick-target and thermal models are, by equations (11) 
Equations (B4HB6) may be applied, in the same way as equations (23), (27), and (29) , to test the acceptability of models using the more precise Bethe-Heitler cross section, As anticipated in § II, the criteria do have a cross-section dependence. In fact the more precise Bethe-Heitler conditions (B4)-(B6) are also the more stringent ones. For example, if we reconsider the photon spectrum J 3 (e) given in equation (30) 
where z = 2(1 -E/e) 112 . From equation (B7) it is clear that for sufficiently small E the integral, and hence F(£), is negative, so that spectrum J 3 (e) 9 which is compatible with the thin-target model in the Kramers approximation, is no longer compatible in the stricter Bethe-Heitler criterion. This result may be seen in a more general light by defining F K (E) and F BH (E) as the thin-target fluxes required to produce the same spectrum J(e) for the two different cross sections. Comparison of equations (21) and (B2) then shows that these F(E) are related by the equation
It is at once clear that any acceptable Bethe-Heitler solution with F BH (E) > 0 for all E is necessarily also an acceptable Kramers solution-i.e., F K (E) > 0 for all E. However, the converse is not true since equation (B8) shows F K (E) to be an Abel transform of F bh (E) which will filter high-frequency components of F BH (E) (Craig and Brown 1986 ). Thus functions F BH (E) exist with F BH (E) < 0 for some £, but such that F K (E) > 0 for all E-i.e., acceptable Kramers solutions are not necessarily acceptable Bethe-Heitler solutions and the more stringent Bethe-Heitler criteria should ideally be used.
